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Berkshire shutters installation

Our installer was really pleased to head out to this Berkshire home at the beginning of
2015 to install these classic white wooden shutters for an existing customer. Often we
find that new customers will opt for having us fit one or two windows with our interior
product, then call back a while later when they have seen the quality of our work and had
a number of compliments on how our shutters look! We are always very happy to return to
existing customer homes as they know how we like our tea!

Remodelled Kitchen:
Our lovely customer was in the process of having a kitchen remodel and having used
London Shutters for a previous installation of interior shutters in their bedroom, we were
the first port of call for the final touch in the beautiful new kitchen.
Shutters are a great way to create a private and modern environment in the home
and they also provide an easy to clean solution for windows which are in easy reach
of splashing taps like here in Berkshire. Easy to wipe off and coated with UV resistant
paints, they are an easy choice for the modern family home.
Classic white broad slats were chosen in this design, using exposed pushrods for easy
opening and closing of the slats when reaching across the worktop to the window.
Beautiful matching white hinges also allow the shutters to be swung open for easy
access to the window itself.
We think our product was the right choice and judging by the excellent reception we
received, we are happy to report our customer felt the same way! Visit our website to find
out more about us and our long established company.

For the very best quality company installations, visit: www.londonshutters.co.uk // 0845 8387574
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Robust build quality:
We used very high quality hardwood
interior shutters which we know will
withstand the rigours of kitchen life.
Any splashes and water marks can
be wiped away and a solid three year
guarantee is as hard wearing as the
product themselves!

Hinge details:
Matching the ever classic white
shutters were these high quality
white painted hinges. Built for years
of solid service and stylish to boot!

Here at London Shutters we go the extra mile for our customers, from Bournemouth to
Bedford, Sevenoaks to Southampton we will visit you! Why not get a free quotation
from our website and get ready to transform your home!
For the very best quality company installations, visit: www.londonshutters.co.uk // 0845 8387574

